Influence of defunctionalization and mechanical forces on intestinal epithelial wound healing
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Kovalenko PL, Flanigan TL, Chaturvedi L, Basson MD. Influence of defunctionalization and mechanical forces on intestinal epithelial wound healing. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 303: G1134–G1143, 2012. First published September 20, 2012; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00321.2012.—The influence on mucosal healing of luminal nutrient flow and the forces it creates are poorly understood. We hypothesized that altered deformation and extracellular pressure mediate, in part, the effects of defunctionalization on mucosal healing. We created patent or partially obstructing defunctionalizing jejunal Roux-en-Y anastomoses in rats to investigate mucosal healing in the absence or presence of luminal nutrient flow and measured luminal pressures to document partial obstruction. We used serosal acetic acid to induce ulcers in the proximal, distal, and defunctionalized intestinal segments. After 3 days, we assessed ulcer area, proliferation, and phosphorylated ERK. In vitro, we measured proliferation and migration in Caco-2 and IEC-6 intestinal epithelial cells subjected to cyclic strain, increased extracellular pressure, or strain and pressure together. Defunctionalization of intestine without obstruction reduced phosphorylated ERK, slowed ulcer healing, and inhibited mucosal proliferation. This outcome was blocked by PD-98059. Partial obstruction delayed ulcer healing but stimulated proliferation independently of ERK. In vitro, strain increased Caco-2 and IEC-6 proliferation and reduced migration across collagen but reduced proliferation and increased migration across fibronectin. In contrast, increased pressure and the combination of pressure and strain increased proliferation and reduced migration independently of substrate. PD-98059 reduced basal migration but increased migration under pressure. These results suggest that loss of the repetitive distension may decrease mucosal healing in defunctionalized bowel, while increased luminal pressure above anastomoses or in spastic bowel disease could further inhibit mucosal healing, despite peristaltic repetitive strain. ERK may mediate the effects of repetitive deformation but not the effects of pressure.

THE INTESTINAL MUCOSA IS CONSTANTLY subjected to injuries that it must heal to maintain normal function and provide efficient nutrient supply. Thus wound healing is constantly active in the gut mucosa during normal function (3, 31). This healing of damaged mucosa requires epithelial cell migration and proliferation.

The small intestine displays various patterns of motility and contractility during normal physiological function and in disease. The intestine can stretch up to 200% (41) while its mucosa undergoes constant repetitive contraction and movements (43). Mucosal healing in vivo is affected by many pathophysiologic states that are associated with alterations in intestinal mucosal deformation and pressure. Sepsis, postsurgical ileus, and prolonged fasting may be associated with altered contractile rhythms, altered villous motility, and decreased mucosal deformation from luminal contents (4). Excessive pressure is commonly observed in patients undergoing surgical intervention in the small intestine (20). Ileus after major surgery or trauma changes the physiology of the intestine by reducing and slowing contractility and alters small intestine motor patterns and pressure (38). However, the effects of changed contractility on intestinal physiology and reparative capabilities remain undefined.

Previous studies demonstrated that repetitive deformation of intestinal epithelial monolayers can modulate intestinal epithelial migration and proliferation in vitro (40, 47). In vivo, cyclic deformation induces tyrosine kinase signaling within the intestinal mucosa (2), and obstructed mouse intestine seems to heal more slowly (16). However, how pressure and deformation affect the small intestinal mucosa in vivo, an issue important for normal bowel function and the healing of damaged small intestinal mucosa in disease states with altered patterns of luminal pressure and mucosal deformation (18), is otherwise poorly understood. Extrapolating from in vitro observations, we hypothesized that pressure and cyclic deformation initiate intracellular signals within the small intestinal epithelium that can modulate mucosal wound healing in vivo.

Using a Roux-en-Y anastomosis in rat jejunum, we created defunctionalized segments of jejunum in enterally nourished rats. The defunctionalized jejunum exhibited mucosal atrophy, reduced cell proliferation, and decreased ERK activation (24). Furthermore, mucosal ulcers generated by acetic acid in this Roux-en-Y model healed more slowly in the defunctionalized bowel than in the undiverted jejunum proximal or distal to the anastomosis. ERK suppression by PD-98059 administration via an osmotic minipump reduced healing in the intact bowel and eliminated the differences between ulcer healing in the defunctionalized bowel and its proximal or distal undiverted counterparts. Seeking to reconcile these observations with a previous preliminary study in mice that yielded different results (16), we noted that similar anastomoses in mice resulted in partial obstruction. We therefore performed parallel studies in which the rat anastomosis was deliberately narrowed to create a partial obstruction and demonstrated that, as previously observed in mice, partial obstruction slowed ulcer healing and stimulated enterocyte proliferation in the defunctionalized and the undiverted proximal bowel. ERK inhibition did not eliminate these differences. Finally, we hypothesized that these two models differed as follows: in the unobstructed case, we were observing the effects of decreased repetitive deformation from the defunctionalization, whereas the obstructed case was also characterized by an increased luminal pressure. We confirmed this hypothesis by directly measuring pressure in each segment of the anastomosis in vivo in parallel studies.
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We then confirmed in vitro in human colon cancer Caco-2 and rat normal IEC-6 intestinal epithelial cells that cyclic strain can improve monolayer wound healing, while increased extracellular pressure inhibits it, and that when constant pressure and cyclic strain are combined, the effects of pressure on cell proliferation and migration predominate. Taken together, these results suggest that repetitive deformation may support the healing of intestinal mucosa via ERK signaling, while increases in luminal pressure may inhibit mucosal healing by an ERK-independent mechanism.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

*Animals and surgical procedures.* All experiments were approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Care and Use Committee. Female Wistar rats were purchased from Charles River (Wilmington, MA) at 8 wk of age and housed with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. Chow diets and water were provided ad libitum.

**Roux-en-Y anastomosis.** Rats were placed on a liquid diet (Jevel 1 cal, Abbott Nutrition, Columbus, OH) 2 days before surgery and for 3 days after surgery. Anesthesia was induced by intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). To create a defunctionalized segment of jejunum in continuity with the remainder of the bowel, we performed a defunctionalizing Roux-en-Y anastomosis in rats through a midline laparotomy. Silk sutures (Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) were used to divide the jejunum 1 cm from the ligament of Treitz. For anastomosis of the proximal jejunum to the distal jejunum 3 cm distal to the original transection, we used running 5-0 Vicryl sutures to create a side-to-side anastomosis. The abdominal cavity was closed using a running 5-0 Vicryl suture. In some studies, we made a side-to-side anastomosis cross section 50% smaller in diameter to create a partially obstructed anastomosis. Sham surgeries consisting of a midline laparotomy followed by manipulations mimicking Roux-en-Y surgery were carried out in control animals.

**Pressure measurements in vivo.** During Roux-en-Y surgery, radiometric devices (TA11PAC40, DSI, St. Paul, MN) were implanted intra-abdominally and attached to the abdominal wall. Flexible pressure-sensing tips were introduced into the lumen of the limb of interest of the Roux-en-Y anastomosis 3 cm from the surgical site or into the small intestine of sham-operated rats at the same location. Pressure was then recorded throughout the study at a sampling rate of 10 s each 2-min interval (Dataquest A.R.T. 4.1, DSI). Changes in strain were characterized by a computer-based analysis of serial manometric recordings, as previously described by Andrioli and colleagues (1). The threshold for contraction was measured at each time point. Over 30 pressure measurements, maximum and minimum pressure values were recorded after that threshold (T) was identified: T = minimum + [(maximum − minimum)/3]. Readings above threshold of >4-min duration (2 consecutive readings) were considered phasic contraction, and the average value of each such phasic contraction was defined as the amplitude of the contraction (1).

To quantitate the association of partial obstruction with an increased incidence of high intraluminal pressure, the 99th percentile of the normal intraluminal pressure in the small intestine of normal rats was selected as a threshold to define high intraluminal pressure. We chose this threshold on the basis of the technique previously used by Hansen and colleagues (21) to evaluate high blood pressure. Similar results were obtained using other thresholds, such as average of the normal group + 3SD (18.44 mmHg) and average of all groups + 3SD (21.88 mmHg), which are not shown here for brevity.

**In vivo ERK blockade.** In vivo, ERK activation was blocked using the MEK inhibitor PD-98059 (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) diluted to 20 mmol/l in sterile saline containing 0.1% DMSO and loaded into an osmotic pump (model 1003D, Alzet, Cupertino, CA). Filled pumps placed subcutaneously in the rats after Roux-en-Y surgery delivered PD-98059 at 26.75 μg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹. Control rats were implanted with pumps filled with the 0.1% DMSO vehicle control in the same manner and location.

**Mucosal ulcers.** A circumscribed ischemic mucosal ulcer was created by application of tissue paper disks (3.4 mm²) soaked with a 75% acetic acid solution to the small bowel serosa of each limb of the Roux-en-Y anastomosis or appropriate areas of intestine in control animals for 15 s according to a modification of a method that was originally described to create gastric ulcers (37) and was previously extended to jejunal ulcers in mice (16). All rats were euthanized 3 days after ulcer induction. Ulcerated segments were excised, and the mucosal ulcer was photographed through a dissecting microscope equipped with a digital camera (Q-color5, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Images were analyzed on a Kodak Image Station (Perkin Elmer, Boston, MA).

**Immunohistochemical studies of proliferating cell nuclear antigen immunoreactivity.** Samples of intestinal segments from the proximal, distal, and Roux limbs were fixed in 10% formalin for 24 h and embedded in paraffin. Steps sections (4 μm thick) were prepared from all the blocks and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. A PCNA kit (Zymed) was used for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) immunohistochemical analysis of unstained, formalin-fixed paraffin sections. Sections were counterstained with hematoxylin for histological orientation and visualized and photographed (Microphot-FXA, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

**Cell culture.** Caco-2BBE intestinal epithelial cells (CRL-2102, American Type Culture Collection), a common model of intestinal epithelial biology able to differentiate in culture (6), were maintained at 37°C with 8% CO₂ in DMEM with 25 mM d-glucose, 4 mM glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 10 g/ml transferrin, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), and 3.7 g/l NaHCO₃ supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. IEC-6 nonmalignant rat intestinal epithelial cells (CRL-1592, American Type Culture Collection) were maintained in 5% CO₂ in high-glucose (4.5 g/l) DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 0.1 U/ml bovine insulin.

**Matrix and medium modulation.** For migration and proliferation studies, six-well petri dishes were precoated with 12.5 g/ml collagen I (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) or tissue fibronectin (Chifyx, Chicago, IL), and ERK activation was blocked by 30 min of pretreatment with PD-98059 (20 mmol/l). Control monolayers were treated with the 0.1% DMSO vehicle.

**Motility measurement.** IEC-6 and Caco-2 cells cultured to confluence on sterile six-well plates precoated with tissue fibronectin or collagen I were subjected to 40 mmHg increased pressure and/or repetitive deformation over ambient pressure and/or repetitive deformation for 12 or 24 h, respectively, while control monolayers were maintained in the same incubator under ambient pressure. Small uniform circular wounds in the cell monolayer were created as previously described (7). A SPOT Advanced digital camera (version 3.0.6) attached to a microscope (Eclipse TE 300, Nikon) was used to photograph each hole at time 0 and 12 or 24 h after the initiation of strain, and wound areas were calculated using Kodak 1D software (version 3.6) on a Kodak Image Station. To account for variability in the size of the initial holes, the remaining wound area in each wound at 12 or 24 h was expressed as a ratio to the initial size of each individual wound. Migration was then expressed as the percentage of wound closure in each wound and calculated as 100 × (initial wound — final wound)/initial wound and compared with wound closure at ambient pressure.

**Pressure regulation in vitro.** Pressure was controlled using an airtight box with an inlet valve for gas application and an outlet valve connected to a manometer (9). The box was prewarmed to 37°C. Temperature was maintained within ±2°C and pressure within ±1.5 mmHg.

**Strain application.** For studies of repetitive deformation, cells were grown on Flexwell plates (Flexcell, McKeesport, PA) precoated with saturating concentrations of tissue fibronectin or type I collagen, as...
previously described (47). After induction of small uniform circular wounds, Flexwell plate membranes with monolayers of Caco-2 or IEC-6 cells were repetitively deformed for 24 and 12 h, respectively, utilizing a computer-controlled vacuum manifold (model FX4000, Flexcell) by 20-kPa vacuum at 10 cycles/min, producing an average 10% strain on the adherent cells during periods of deformation. For constant-strain experiments, cells were subjected to 10% constant stretch/deformation (Caco-2 for 24 h and IEC-6 for 12 h) after wound induction. Plates were maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO₂ during repetitive and constant deformation. Control plates were placed in the same incubator but were not attached to the Flexcell unit.

Proliferation. IEC-6 and Caco-2 cells were seeded at 50,000 cells/well on six-well culture plates precoated with type I collagen or fibronectin for 12 or 24 h, respectively. Subconfluent (30–40%) cells were serum-starved for 24 h. A single six-well plate was reserved for a time 0 measurement, and the remaining serum-starved cells were incubated in normal growth medium under static or pressure conditions for 12 or 24 h before cells were counted using a crystal violet absorption assay within its linear range, as previously described. Cell number and cell area were determined in each of the six wells independently with an automated cell counter (Countess, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Data from each experiment were analyzed with six observations in each group. Data represent one of at least three individual experiments with significant and similar results.

Protein isolation and Western blot analysis. Mucosal scrapings from target intestinal segments after harvest were immediately immersed in ice-cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1% deoxycholic acid, 1% glycerol, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, and 50 mM NaF). Tissue from target intestinal segments after harvest were immediately im-

Differences between means were considered significant at P < 0.05. The amplitude of contractions in the defunctionalized bowel was significantly reduced by 50.1 ± 8.5% compared with the amplitude of contractions in the same bowel segment in sham-operated animals and 51.2 ± 8.2% or 32 ± 12.9% lower than the amplitude of contractions in the proximal or distal limbs of the anastomosis (Fig. 1A; n = 4, P < 0.05).

Mucosal ulcers were induced at surgery in the proximal, Roux, and distal limbs of the anastomosis to investigate the effects of defunctionalization on mucosal healing. At 24 h after surgery, ulcer area averaged 3.84 ± 0.11 mm² and was similar in all three segments of the intestine (data not shown), confirming the reproducibility of the model. In intact animals, ulcer area was also not different 3 days after ulcer induction among the segments of the jejunum that were also studied in the experimental anastomotic preparation (Fig. 1B). In contrast, in rats in which a defunctionalizing anastomosis was constructed, ulcer diameter in the defunctionalized limb was 88.3 ± 27.9% and 102.8 ± 23.8% larger than in the proximal and distal limbs of the anastomosis 3 days after surgery (n = 9, P < 0.05). The defunctionalized limb had the lowest PCNA immunoreactivity: 52.4 ± 5.8% and 44.2 ± 2.8% lower than the proximal and distal limbs in control animals (Fig. 1C; n = 5, P < 0.05). In parallel studies, we confirmed the sustained effect of the loss of function on mucosal wound healing. In these studies, anastomoses were created and ulcers were induced 30 days after the anastomosis at a second celiotomy. Results were similar to those in the rats in which anastomoses and ulcers were created simultaneously. At 30 days after anastomotic surgery and 3 days after ulcer creation, ulcers were 98.8 ± 8.3% and 139.2 ± 15.2% larger in the defunctionalized bowel than in the simultaneously created proximal or distal limbs of the anastomosis, respectively (Fig. 1D; n = 12, P < 0.05). Interestingly, ulcers in the distal limb of the anastomosis in this group were 42.5 ± 12.4% smaller than in proximal limb (Fig. 1D).

Defunctionalizing Roux-en-Y surgery with partial obstruction alters anatomic characteristics and intraluminal pressure in partially obstructed intestine. Since patterns of variation in ulcer healing in these rat anastomoses were different from those previously observed in partially obstructed mouse intestine (16), we constructed partially obstructed anastomoses in the rats to determine whether the difference between the above-described results and those reported previously reflects a species difference or the effects of partial obstruction. Rats with partial obstruction tolerated feeding, and the Roux-en-Y anastomosis was probe-panent at the time of harvest, with luminal chyme present in the distal bowel.

The diameter of the proximal and defunctionalized limbs was 26.88 ± 8.7% and 23.61 ± 9.09% larger in rats with partially obstructed anastomosis than in control animals (Fig. 2A; n = 6, P < 0.05). The 99th percentile of the normal pressure of sham-operated animals was selected as a threshold for high intraluminal pressure (21). Compared with sham-operated animals, partial obstruction significantly increased the incidence of high pressure by 13.6-fold in the proximal limb and 2.6-fold in the defunctionalized limb (Fig. 2B; n = 4, P < 0.05). In unobstructed intestinal anastomoses, the incidence of high pressure was not significantly different among any of the intestinal anastomotic segments or normal small intestine

RESULTS

Defunctionalizing Roux-en-Y surgery alters contraction and reduces ulcer healing rate and proliferation in the defunction-

ized Roux limb. Similar to the anatomic changes we previously described in a preliminary characterization (24), the diameter of the defunctionalized bowel at euthanization (4.8 ± 0.22 mm) was 14.7 ± 2.01% and 11.56 ± 3.9% smaller than the diameter of the proximal or distal limbs of the anastomosis (5.68 ± 0.12 and 5.50 ± 0.1 mm, respectively, n = 6, P < 0.05; data not shown). The amplitude of contractions in the defunctionalized bowel was significantly reduced by 50.1 ± 8.5% compared with the amplitude of contractions in the same bowel segment in sham-operated animals and 51.2 ± 8.2% or 32 ± 12.9% lower than the amplitude of contractions in the proximal or distal limbs of the anastomosis (Fig. 1A; n = 4, P < 0.05).
Similarly, the amplitude of the contractions in the proximal limb in partially obstructed anastomosis was \(15.32 \pm 1.27\) mmHg, significantly higher than in normal animals \((8.19 \pm 1.18\) mmHg), while the amplitude of the contractions in the defunctionalized and distal limb of partially obstructed anastomoses did not differ from control \(9 \pm 1.4\) and \(6.4 \pm 0.51\) mmHg, respectively; data not shown).

Defunctionalization Roux-en-Y surgery with partial obstruction alters the healing rate and proliferation in partially obstructed intestine. Ulcer size in response to the partially obstructing anastomosis was significantly increased in the proximal bowel compared with the defunctionalized and distal bowel by \(30.1 \pm 7.5\%\) and \(65.6 \pm 6.5\%\), respectively (Fig. 2C; \(n = 9, P < 0.05\)). However, in rats with a partially obstructing anastomosis, the ulcer size was \(35.5 \pm 3.6\%\) larger in the defunctionalized bowel than in the distal bowel (Fig. 2C; \(n = 9, P < 0.05\)). The partially obstructed anastomosis-defunctionalized limb contained the highest PCNA immunoreactivity independent of the similar pressure effect and dilations due to obstructions in the proximal limb in obstructed animals (Fig. 2D; \(n = 4\)).

Pressure reduces intestinal Caco-2 and IEC-6 cell migration on any substrate in an ERK-independent manner. Although defunctionalization without or with partially obstructing anastomosis would be expected to change the forces to which the mucosa is subject, this procedure could also affect many other influences on the mucosa, including patterns of energy metabolism, blood flow, food absorption, and secretion. To determine whether isolated changes in pressure or cyclic deformation per se could alter intestinal epithelial migration or proliferation, we seeded Caco-2 cells on different substrates and exposed them to \(40\) mmHg increased extracellular pressure, cyclic strain, or the combination of both. We chose \(40\) mmHg pressure on the basis of our previous observation that pressure has similar antimotogenic effects between \(20\) and \(40\) mmHg (16). Proximal limbs of the partially obstructed anastomoses in vivo had significantly higher incidences of high pressures exceeding \(18.33\) mmHg (99th percentile of normal animal), which approximates \(20\) mmHg, while maximal pressure in the partially obstructed proximal bowel was \(58.5 \pm 5.1\) mmHg.

We previously showed that matrix can change the motogenic effects of strain (47). The response of Caco-2 and IEC-6 cells cultured on membranes covered with tissue fibronectin to repetitive deformation was different from that of cells grown on collagen I substrates. Pressure reduced migration of Caco-2 and IEC-6 cells on tissue fibronectin, whereas strain increased wound closure compared with control cells in the static condition \((n = 15)\). However, as observed in cells grown on...
collagen I, combined pressure and strain significantly reduced wound closure in cells grown on fibronectin (Fig. 3, C and D; \( n = 15 \), \( P < 0.05 \) for each).

ERK signaling may change the motogenic properties of murine fibroblasts and Caco-2 cells (15, 46). In rat intestinal IEC-6 cells, the MEK inhibitor of ERK signaling PD-98059 significantly reduced wound closure in response to increased pressure compared with static control (\( P < 0.05 \)), but the antimotogenic effects of PD-98059 were lost when the cells were exposed to 40 mmHg (Fig. 3E; \( n = 15 \)).

Constant strain may mimic the modification of the intestinal wall under conditions of increased pressure. Migration of Caco-2 and IEC-6 intestinal epithelial cells was significantly reduced after exposure to 10% constant strain (Fig. 3F; \( n = 6 \), \( P < 0.05 \)).

Pressure increases intestinal Caco-2 and IEC-6 cell proliferation on any substrate. To confirm the proliferative changes in anastomosed intestinal limbs in normal and obstructed animals, we tested the effect of pressure, repetitive deformation, and their combination on proliferation of Caco-2 and IEC-6 cells grown on collagen I or tissue fibronectin substrates. Pressure and repetitive deformation stimulate Caco-2 cell proliferation on collagen I and tissue fibronectin (40, 46). However, the combined effect of pressure and strain has not been studied. On collagen I, proliferation was increased in Caco-2 (Fig. 4A; \( n = 12 \)) and IEC-6 (Fig. 4B; \( n = 12 \)) cells exposed to pressure, repetitive deformation, or the combination of both when compared with static cells under ambient pressure (\( P < 0.05 \)). Similarly, proliferation of Caco-2 (Fig. 4C; \( n = 12 \)) and IEC-6 (Fig. 4D; \( n = 12 \)) cells grown under 40 mmHg pressure on tissue fibronectin was significantly increased vs. intact control. Conversely, repetitive deformation significantly reduced absolute cell number in Caco-2 and IEC-6 cell lines over 24 and 12 h, respectively (\( P < 0.05 \)). However, exposure of the cells to the combination of pressure and repetitive deformation significantly increased cell number compared with 24-h control.

Suppression of ERK signaling changes healing rate in the Roux-en-Y model. Next, we wanted to confirm our in vitro observation of the importance of ERK signaling to the motogenic effects of strain in human intestinal epithelial cells in vivo (47). The ratio of phosphorylated ERK (pERK) to total ERK (tERK) was significantly lower in the defunctionalized limb of the Roux-en-Y animals than in the proximal and distal limbs (Fig. 5A; \( n = 7 \), \( P < 0.05 \)). PD-98059 lowered the pERK-to-tERK ratio in proximal, defunctionalized, and distal limbs of surgically modified, treated animals compared with the corresponding intestinal limbs of DMSO-treated animals (Fig. 5B; \( n = 6 \), \( P < 0.05 \)).

The effect of PD-98059 on ulcer healing varied among the different limbs. Ulcer size in the proximal limb was significantly larger (26.6 ± 6.1%) in PD-98059- than DMSO-treated animals 3 days after surgery (Fig. 5B; \( n = 10 \), \( P < 0.05 \)). Ulcer size in DMSO-treated animals was significantly larger (95.4 ± 10.7% and 83.9 ± 6.7%) in the Roux limb than in the proximal or distal limb (\( P < 0.05 \)). However, ERK signal inhibition improved ulcer healing (65.6 ± 12.8% smaller size) with loss of strain in the defunctionalized limb (Fig. 5B; \( n = 10 \), \( P < 0.05 \)).

The effect of defunctionalization or PD-98059 treatment on ulcer size was lost in animals with obstructed anastomosis. Ulcer size did not differ in each limb between DMSO- or PD-98059-treated animals. However, ulcer size in the DMSO-
and PD-98059-treated animals was significantly greater (27.1 ± 1.7% and 59.4 ± 3.8% in DMSO and 32.8 ± 3.3% and 63.1 ± 4.7% in PD-98059) in the proximal limb than in the Roux or distal limb of corresponding animals (Fig. 5C; P < 0.05, n = 10).

Interaction of pressure, loss of function, and ERK signaling inhibition on proliferation rate in the defunctionalized limb. PCNA immunoreactivity was higher in the mucosa of the proximal limb of PD-98059-treated rats than the DMSO controls (Fig. 6A). Proliferation rate in the defunctionalized limb of DMSO-treated animals was reduced by 58.3 ± 5.4% and 46.4 ± 3.13% compared with the proximal and distal limb. This was restored to the level in the other limbs by PD-98059 treatment (Fig. 6A; n = 3, P < 0.05). Obstruction of the anastomosis resulted in a significant increase in proliferation rate in the defunctionalized limb of DMSO- or PD-98059-treated animals (Fig. 6B; n = 5, P < 0.05). In the obstructed animals, proliferation rate was higher in the proximal anastomotic limb of DMSO- and PD-98059-treated animals than in the distal limb (P < 0.05). Blocking ERK in vivo with PD-98059 did not have a significant effect on epithelial cell proliferation in animals with obstructed bowel compared with DMSO-treated animals.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this study suggest that defunctionalized intestinal mucosa heals more slowly. We observed larger ulcer size and decreased proliferation in the defunctionalized bowel, but our in vitro data also suggest that cell migration is likely decreased as well and that the absence of repetitive deformation from in-continuity passage of the luminal contents through that segment of the gut could explain these phenomena. Partially obstructed intestine also healed more slowly, despite an increase in proliferative rate. ERK blockade eliminated differences in ulcer healing in the defunctionalized unobstructed bowel, but not the effects of partial obstruction.

Ulcer size at day 3 was reproducibly larger in the defunctionalized unobstructed bowel, although there were no differences in the size of the initial ulcer. Certainly, many factors could be altered in defunctionalized gut mucosa in this model, including the absence of luminal nutrients, differences in peristalsis frequency after disconnection from the proximal pacemaker, decreased villous motility because of the absence of luminal nutrients (44), changes in blood flow, and other factors. However, unlike total parenteral nutrition (TPN) models of mucosal atrophy, we would not expect differences in...
overall nutrition and its systemic sequelae, as each rat continued to eat normally and served as its own control. TPN initiates mucosal atrophy of the intestine associated with reduced cell proliferation and reduced cellular signaling (14). In patients with intestinal resection, proliferation rate was increased and morphological parameters were improved during the refeeding period after TPN (33). Additionally, atrophic processes may also change mucosal integrity, increasing intestinal epithelium permeability (22, 45). Moreover, consistent with previous in vitro studies (7, 47), our present in vitro study suggests that a decrease in or loss of the repetitive deformation to which villous motility or intermittent peristaltic contractility subject the enterocytes may be sufficient to explain the relative decrease in ulcer healing in the defunctionalized bowel. In vitro, cyclic strain promotes intestinal epithelial proliferation on most matrix substrates but suppresses intestinal epithelial migration

Fig. 5. ERK inhibition improves ulcer healing in the defunctionalized (Roux) limb but has no effect on ulcer healing in partially obstructed animals. A: representative Western blots (top) and densitometric analysis (bottom) of phosphorylated ERK (pERK), total ERK (tERK), and β-actin in proximal (Prox), Roux, and distal limbs of the anastomosis after treatment with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) or the MEK inhibitor PD-98059 (26.75 µg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹) (n = 6–7). pERK was significantly decreased in the Roux limb of vehicle-treated animals; treatment was effective, as PD-98059 lowered pERK in all limbs. B: PD-98059 significantly improved ulcer healing in the Roux limb of nonobstructed animals (n = 10). C: ERK inhibition by PD-98059 had no effect on ulcer healing in partially obstructed animals (n = 10). Bars without a common letter are significantly different at P < 0.05.
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Fig. 4. Proliferative effects of pressure, strain, and the combination of pressure and strain on Caco-2 (A and C) and IEC-6 (B and D) cells grown on collagen I or tissue fibronectin matrix. A and B: pressure, strain, and the combination of pressure and strain significantly enhance proliferation of Caco-2 (A) and IEC-6 (B) cells grown on collagen I (n = 12). C and D: pressure decreases and strain increases proliferation of Caco-2 (C) and IEC-6 (D) cells grown on tissue fibronectin. Proliferation is significantly higher in both cell types after exposure to pressure + strain (n = 12). *P < 0.05.
across tissue fibronectin (47). Tissue fibronectin is strongly deposited into the extracellular matrix in and immediately around mucosal ulcers in this model and in vivo (25, 39). Thus, if decreased deformation in the defunctionalized bowel were important, one would predict decreased ulcer healing from decreased epithelial sheet migration at the fibronectin-rich edge of the ulcer, with decreased proliferation farther away on the relatively fibronectin-poor basement membrane, as we observed here. As most ulcer healing in the first 24–48 h is restitutive, one would predict that changes in rates of migration would dominate ulcer healing rates in this model, and, indeed, the finding that, in the partially obstructed model, we observed increased proliferation but still decreased ulcer healing in the defunctionalized limb would be consistent with this hypothesis. One possible concern would be that the defunctionalization and ulcerogenesis occurred simultaneously and that acute defunctionalization might have other effects. However, parallel studies in rats in which the defunctionalization was performed 30 days prior to ulcer induction at a second operation yielded similar results.

Phosphorylation of ERK1 at Thr\(^{202}\) or Tyr\(^{204}\), as well as ERK2 at Thr\(^{185}\) and Tyr\(^{187}\), leads to its increased kinase activity (34), which in turn leads to activation of ERK target proteins, such as ribosomal S6 kinase (36), cytosolic phospholipase A\(_2\) (28), and cytoskeletal proteins (23). Although we did not measure the activity of ERK1 or ERK2 kinase activity directly in this study, such ERK phosphorylation is commonly used as a surrogate for ERK activation in many settings, including the effects of physical forces on intestinal epithelial cells (46), cardiac myocytes (27), and pulmonary epithelial H441 cells (8). Furthermore, ERK phosphorylation at these sites correlates with ERK activation by in vitro kinase activity in response to repetitive deformation in human Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cells in vitro (26), as well as with the activation of downstream ERK targets such as Elk and ribosomal S6 kinase (19). We previously described a key role for ERK signaling in mediating the mitogenic effects of cyclic strain on collagen substrates and the motogenic effects of cyclic strain on fibronectin (47). Indeed, ERK activation was lower in the defunctionalized bowel in vivo, and ERK blockade appeared to eliminate differences in ulcer healing and mucosal PCNA staining index among the proximal, distal, and defunctionalized mucosa. This observation further supports the concept that differences in force-driven ERK signaling are important in the effects of defunctionalization on mucosal healing and suggests a proof-of-principle that modulation of deformation-driven signal pathways can modulate mucosal biology in some pathophysiologically relevant conditions in which forces are abnormal. In this work, we did not study the effects of ERK signaling changes on its potential downstream targets. ERK has numerous cytoplasmic and nuclear substrates, including myosin light chain kinase (23), kinase activity of nuclear Elk (19), and the expression of ERK target genes such as Fos and Jun (12). The potential role of these and other ERK downstream signals in mediating the effects of physical forces on intestinal epithelial cells in vivo awaits further study. These observations seemed at first to differ from previous preliminary studies from our laboratory in a similar model in mice (16). In those studies, we observed decreased ulcer healing in the defunctionalized bowel and the bowel proximal to the anastomosis compared with the distal gut, as well as a difference between the proximal bowel, which was in continuity, and the defunctionalized gut. In the second group of studies described here, we created deliberately narrowed anastomoses to determine whether the differences in our observations represented species differences or the effects of the partial obstruction. Indeed, partially obstructed rat anastomoses yielded the same effects as partially obstructed murine anastomoses.

This prompted us to return to in vitro models to compare the effects of pressure and cyclic strain on intestinal epithelial monolayer wound closure and proliferation. While no in vitro model can ever reproduce the complex temporal and spatial pattern of different forces to which the intestinal mucosa is subject in vivo, the frequency and amplitude of repetitive deformation studied here are similar in magnitude and, if anything, more conservative than might be expected in vivo (29). Intra-abdominal pressures in bowel obstruction can exceed 30 mmHg above normal (42). Changes >20 mmHg in obstructed intestine may lead to impaired regional blood flow (13). Pressure was constant in our in vitro model, while strain was variable. However, very low-frequency strain has no effect on intestinal epithelial proliferation (32). We observed that constant strain mimicked the effect of pressure on any substrate, which may indicate that similar mechanisms may be involved. Moreover, different physical forces have very different effects in other cell types and systems. Vascular cells respond to the high frequency of 60–90 cycles/min that is observed in blood vessels (17), while human osteoblastic cells are responsive to 6 cycles/min (30). Diederichs et al. (11) reported that ERK signaling is activated by strain but is not
necessary for strain-induced differentiation of human bone marrow stromal cells.

We confirmed that pressure induced proliferation and suppressed migration of Caco-2 and IEC-6 cells independent of matrix and cell line. Reduced healing of mucosal ulcers in the proximal limb is consistent with that of pressure-driven reduction of fibroblast migration on fibronectin (15) or Caco-2 cells on collagen (16). Conversely, healing in the Roux limb might be improved by a pressure-induced increase in proliferation, since such a stimulatory effect was previously observed in vivo in the biliary duct (35) or in SW620 and HCT 116 cells in vitro (40).

Strain stimulates intestinal epithelial proliferation on collagen and laminin substrates by a complex cytoskeletal-dependent pathway that involves PKC, focal adhesion kinase, Src, ERK, and several other signal molecules (5, 40, 46). Rhythmic distension increases mucosal tyrosine kinase activity in jejunum and colon in vivo (2). Increased pressure due to obstruction of the intestine impaired healing and increased ERK signaling in mice (16). In a fibronectin-rich environment, however, the signal network shifts and stimulates migration, while slightly inhibiting proliferation, in an ERK-independent manner (46). In contrast, increases in extracellular pressure stimulate intestinal epithelial proliferation in vitro but inhibit wound closure independently of ERK (40). Thus, while the decrease in deformation in the unobstructed defunctionalized bowel may be sufficient to explain decreased mucosal healing with decreased proliferation in this setting, the increase in luminal pressure proximal to a partially obstructing anastomosis might explain the decreased healing and increased proliferation in the partially obstructed mucosa. The inability of ERK blockade to ablate these differences in vivo is consistent with our in vitro observations that pressure effects are independent of ERK and that the antimotogenic effects of pressure can overcome the motogenic effects of cyclic strain.

In conclusion, loss of function in a rat Roux-en-Y model of anastomosis reduces mucosal ulcer healing. Factors that may contribute to delaying the healing process include pressure and reduced food flow due to impaired contractility. Mechanical forces in the intestine may influence mucosal wound healing via mechanisms involving ERK signaling. ERK inhibition can suppress recovery in normal intestine but improve it in dysfunctional limbs. Our work indicates that intraluminal pressure must also be monitored and should be reduced in patients with intestinal atrophy and ulcerations because of its overwhelming impact on the effects of other modulators. Further studies on ERK modulation during mucosal wound healing are required to provide additional insight into mechanisms capable of maintaining strain in the intestine to support adequate cell migration and proliferation.
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